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SOUTHAMPTON STUDENT EATS 
NOTHING BUT FOOD WASTE 

BIN COLLECTIONS CHANGE 
TO FORTNIGHTLY ROTA 

Southampton City Council 
are scrapping the weekly bin 
collections. It has changed 
to every two weeks, leaving 
residents angry.
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• The city is one of the most polluted in the UK
• People with chest and breathing problems likely to die 

5-10 years earlier
• Call for action with Government measuring pollution 

levels at the Docks

Student at the University 
of Southampton is training 
for the half - marathon. He 
gets his meals from bins and 
supermarket’s wasted food. 
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Shamed as one of the 
most polluted cities 

in the UK by the World 
Health Organisation, 
Southampton City Council 
has recently announced 
it will not bring in a diesel 
congestion charge despite 
warnings from officials.

Instead, a report outlines 
a penalty charge that will be 
introduced in 2020 on the 
most polluting commercial 
vehicles entering the Clean 
Air Zone.

The Clean Air 
Southampton Report, 
outlines that reducing 
health impacts is a priority 
to the council. 

The illegal levels of 
nitrogen dioxide in the 
air can cause a range 
of cardiovascular and 
respiratory diseases, 
varying from asthma, 
bronchitis to cancer. 

Campaigners are 
seriously concerned about 
the health implications 
of the poor air quality on 
residents in Southampton. 

Liz Batton set up the 
Facebook group Clean 
Air Southampton, in a bid 
to raise awareness of the 
issue. 

In a post on the Facebook 

page Batton suggested: 
“We are all involved in the 
creation of air pollution and 
we all suffer from it in one 
way or another.” 

A growing amount of data 
is suggesting that pregnant 
women living in polluted 
cities have an increased 
risk of giving birth to 
children with respiratory 
illnesses.

“Pregnant women may 
give birth to children with 
health complications 
such as under developed 
lungs, asthma and chest 
infections,” said Batton. 

In addition to problems 
in early infancy associated 
with air pollution, Colin 
Maqueen, the other co-
founder of the organisation, 
highlighted the impact 
poor air quality has on the 
slightly older generations, 
as well as, local health care 
systems.

“It clearly places an 
enormous strain on the 
health care system in 
Southampton because 
as you get older, if you 
have any susceptibility 
to asthma, bronchiole or 
cardiovascular conditions 
then poor air quality will 
hit you much harder as I 
actually found out earlier 
this year,” said Maqueen.

Maqueen was cycling 
on a cold day half way up 

The World Health Organisation has deemed Southampton as one of the most poluted cities.

BY CINZIA CAMPOGIANI

SOTON’S BIG POLLUTION PROBLEM 

the Itchen bridge where 
he had an asthma attack. 
This became the first sign 
of a newly developed chest 
infection something he had 
never experienced before.

Maqueen believes that 
this infection was directly 
related to Southampton’s 
poor air quality.

With an increase in 
respiratory illnesses and 
complications comes an 
increased strain on the 
healthcare system, which 
is something Maqueen is 
trying to raise awareness 
about. 

“I appear to have gotten 
over my asthma but I 
could now be sitting in 
Southampton General 
Hospital, costing the tax 

A WASTE OF FOOD 
Jack Dicks is a 21-year-

old student who has 
decided to completely 
change his habits in order 
to increase awareness 
about the wastefulness of 
food. 

The Southampton 
student is now following 
a diet composed just of 
waste food that he finds in 
rubbish bins. 

He said to Quay News: 
“I hate seeing all the good 
edible food thrown away 
into landfill.”

Jack spends about three 
hours of his week to collect 
food and according to him 
90% of the food that he 
uses to find in the bins is 
still edible. 

What Jack suggests is to 
stop living by sell-by-dates 
and that they should serve 
as a guideline rather than 
an absolute rule. 

“Students can also 
start making their food at 
home rather than buying 
out. You never see a 
packaged sandwich made 

from the crust... So what 
happens to those crusts? 
Tristram Stuart, a celebrity 
in the food waste world, 
brought up this issue about 
sandwich industry wasting 
tonnes and tonnes of bread 
crusts, so it is just small 
things like that which can 
make a big difference.” 

Jack will run the 
Southampton half marathon 
on April 23 in order to 
prove that a “freegan” 
diet –based on minimal 
consumption of resources 
and limited participation in 
the conventional economy- 
is balanced and healthy 
and that it is possible to 
stop living by “best-before 
dates.”

Currently, Jack is raising 
money for the food waste 
campaign “Curb” which will 
help give the campaign a 
chance to run events, hire 
venues and power their van 
which will intercept wasted 
food and redistribute it.

Since March 2015 “Curb” 
has redirected more than 
10.5 tonnes of waste food 
and waited on 2300 people.

EU DECIDES TO 
BAN THE BURQA
The European Court of 

Justice has ruled that 
employers can ban staff 
from wearing headscarves

The EU’s highest court 
made its first decision on 
the issue earlier this week.

The ban doesn’t just cover 
Muslim headscarves but 
also all religious symbols in 
the workplace. 

The court also ruled that 
customers cannot simply 
demand that workers 
remove headscarves if the 
company has no policy to 
bar them.

HAMMOND BINS 
TAX RISE PLANS
Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, Philip 
Hammond, has said that 
the government will not 
proceed with the increase 
of the National Insurance 
tax for self-employed 
workers. 

Mr. Hammond faced 
criticism from Torie 
backbenchers who 
accused him of breaking a 
general election manifesto 
promise. 

BBC political editor Laura 
Kuenssberg has said that 
this decision is a “giant, 
embarrassing reversal from 
the government.”

WILDERS MISSES 
OUT ON PM WIN
Holland has voted 

to keep their Prime 
Minister Mark Rutte whilst 
Geert Wilders, head of 
the far-right wing ‘Party for 
Freedom’, came in second.

Wilders had vowed to ban 
the Koran and shut down 
Mosques if he had been 
elected as Prime Minister

With 97 per cent of votes 
counted Mr Rutte’s VVD 
party had won 33 of Dutch 
parliament’s 150 seats. 

Mr Wilders’ managed to 
take 20 seats and vows to 
win the next election. 

The Dutch Green Party 
made massive gains by 
almost quadrupling their 
seats to 14.

Rutte will need to pick a 
party to form a coalition.

payer hundreds if not 
thousands of pounds a 
week, the cost of poor air 
quality is staggering.”

Colin then explained the 
more serious effects of not 
properly addressing air 
pollution could have. 

“It’s been said that life 
expectancy is reduced. 
People who are susceptible 
to chest and reparatory 
conditions to – you could 
be talking 5 to 10 years off 
of someone’s life.”

Despite the wide 
sweeping notion that little 
is being done to reduce the 
high levels of air pollution 
in the city, Matt Loxham, 
an air pollution scientist is 
currently in the process of 
measuring the air particles 

at Southampton docks.
“What I’d like to 

achieve really is a better 
understanding of which 
sources of pollution at the 
docs might be less harmful 
and more harmful when 
we are trying to improve 
people’s health.” 

Loxham urges people 
to reduce their personal 
contributions to the city’s 
pollution problem by 
walking short journeys 
instead of using the car, 
and taking full advantage 
of Southampton’s public 
transit. 

If the UK government go 
through with their plans, 
Southampton could see 
similar congestion charges 
to those in London.

Southampton City 
Council have launched 

an official bid to kick skaters 
out of Southampton’s 
Cultural Quarter. 

Councillor Jeremy 
Moulton led a call for 
action at the City Council’s 
meeting at the Civic Centre 
on Tuesday. 

Councillor Moulton 
previously said that the 
skateboarders were turning 
the area outside of the 
Guildhall Square into the 
“most expensive skate park 
in the UK” despite the fact 
that is not its intended use.

He urged the council to 
speak with skaters about 
alternative facilities could 
that would stop them 
skating in the area. He also 
proposed improvements 
to the existing ramps in 
Hoglands Park or the 
production of a new facility 
in the city centre. 

Dexter Mathurine, 21, who 
often skates in the Cultural 
Quarter has previously said 
that: 

“The only reason we use 
Guildhall Square is because 
nowhere else around the 
city is good enough. In the 
best-possible scenario, 
the councilors listen to 
Jeremy and see there is a 
big skating community who 
need this new facility. As 
good as Guildhall Square 
is, we cannot stay there 
forever.”

Councillor Moulton also 
stated that: 

“The solution which I 
think will make everyone 
happy is that the council 
talk to skateboarders about 
what they want, and look to 
put in place a plan so there 
are proper facilities they 
will use in the right place. 
The money for this can be 
funded through developer 
contributions – we just 
need to make sure it is 
channeled correctly and 
well spent.”

Once completed the 
cultural quarter is expected 
to welcome up to 750,000 
vistors a year with art 
shows, seasonal events, 
and community events.

SKATERS BANNED? 

FORTNIGHTLY COLLECTIONS BINNED
BY EMILY RALSTON  

It has been revealed that 
weekly bin collections 

are to be scrapped in the 
next three months. The 
fortnight service will save 
42.3 million pounds. It is 
said that recycling will be 
collected one week, and 
rubbish collected the other 
week. 

Jeremy Moulton, a 
Conservative MP, says 
the scheme will have a 
“huge, adverse impact” 
on communities in the 
city centre, particularly 
those living in rented 
accommodation.

“People will suffer, 

especially those with 
families, pets or babies”. 

Locals also fear that 
as summer weather 
approaches, rubbish will 
begin to smell and attract 
rodents such as rats, 
maggots and flies. Hot 
weather causes bacteria 
to spread quickly, which 
makes people ill. 

“More cars will be on the 
road driving their rubbish to 
the tip for 20 minutes there 
and back” says resident 
and student Ani Dry. 

Council environmental 
boss Jacqui Rayment says 
that almost 70% of local 
authorities in England 
have changed collection of 

waste to a fortnightly basis. 
But with a city as heavily 
populated as Southampton, 
is it a beneficial choice? 

“We understand that 
some residents may have 
concerns about this change, 
however the service will 
continue to be efficient 
and meet the needs of the 

city. We are confident that 
by taking simple actions 
most residents will have no 
problems”.  

“By recycling wherever 
possible, the space 
available in general waste 
bins can be maximised, 
whilst also benefitting the 
environment.”

BY TILLY DOWMAN

Students from 
Southampton Solent 

University and Warsash 
Maritime Academy have 
successfully completed a 
gruelling 24 hours at sea.
A team of students and 

maritime cadets were 
crammed inside three 
life rafts for an entire day, 
in order to raise money 
for charity. The struggle 
against the sea was all in 
aid of Sail4Cancer, a charity 

who provide respite days 
and holidays for families 
affected by cancer. This 
year’s Life Raft challenge 
raised over five-thousand-
pounds for the charity.
Sail4Cancer’s fundraising 

manager  Lizette van 
Niekerk said she was 
“immensely proud of 
everyone who took 
part” and praised the 
determination involved in 
completing the “extreme 
psychological challenge.”
The challenge was not 

just psychological as the 
cold conditions made it 

a turbulent task. One of 
the rafts even had to be 
replaced after developing 
a leak, but the competitor’s 
spirits weren’t dampened. 
One difficulty they all 

seemed to mention was 
sleep. Room inside the raft 
is minimal and some people 
decide to talk all night. Tim 
Salvidge, who completed 
the challenge last year 
and helped out this time, 
described the sleeping 
situation as “spooning five 
guys whilst in a room that 
smells like a mixture of 
rugby changing rooms and 
dirty laundry.”
Southampton Solent 

advertising student Egita 
Strauta took part in this 
year’s challenge. She 
also felt that it was “too 
crammed, too wet and too 
cold for sleep.”
When asked why she 

chose to take part in such a 
demanding event, she said 
that “it’s quite a different 

way to fundraise. It’s good 
to actually do something 
rather than just asking.” 
Egita also had a more 
personal reason for taking 
part. “My brother’s girlfriend 
has had cancer for three 
years now and if she could 
have a bit of relief, I know it 
would do her a lot of good.”
This was the fourth 

time the challenge has 
been held at Warsash 
Maritime Academy. The 
organiser, Ian Arnold felt 
it was “another successful 
challenge which will 
allow Sail4Cancer to take 
five families on a dream 
holiday.”
Mr Arnold discussed the 

damage cancer can cause 
and why it’s important to do 
your bit.
“We had an instructor here 

who sadly lost his battle 
over Christmas. Cancer 
is really something that 
affects everyone, so we all 
have to do what we can.”

STUDENTS COMPLETE CHARITY TRIAL

Solent students celebrating the challenge completed

Plans to change bin collection are already in motion

BY MIKEY 
GRANT
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THE LOW-DOWN ON FEEDBACK 

At the end of each 
semester the feedback 

requests begin: ‘how good 
was your unit?’ or ‘Take 
the NSS questionnaire 
and get a free £3 Sodexo 
voucher!’ and of course 
there is constant requests 
from your lecturers: “Give it 
some feedback, but only if 
you enjoyed it!”
This got Quay News 

wondering, what is student 
feedback? Why is it so 
important and what does 
it really do for students at 
Southampton Solent?
Speaking to Caroline 

Carpenter, Director of 
Policy and Information 
at Solent, and Professor 
Jenny Anderson, the Dean 
of Student Experience, it’s 
clear to see that it is not all 
surveys and vouchers.
“When you look at student 

feedback you’ve got to look 
at it in a wider sense”, said 
Carpenter.
It IS clear that student 

engagement through the 
course representative 
system is one of the 
most central aspects of 
improving university life.
Anderson explained: “One 

of the important things 
for us is the course rep 

system, we have about 
450 course reps across 
the university. It’s a well-
oiled system where when a 
course rep speaks, they’re 
talking on behalf of their 
fellow students, then that 
feedback goes to a level 
tutor or a course leader.”
Needless to say it takes a 

dedicated student to make 
the best of the feedback, 
ensuring it is applied in 
the most efficient manner 
and the results speak for 
themselves.
“A good course rep will be 

reporting back frequently 
and a good course will be 
having monthly meetings. 
If we look at the courses 
across the University 
that have top National 
Student Survey feedback, 
the medium between the 
course rep and the course 
leaders is really important 
and that’s where the real 
change can happen.” 
Added Anderson.
“When The Spark was 

being built, there were a 
few classrooms right next 
to the construction site that 
were having a hard time 
due to the noise. There 
was a student who was 
quite reserved but he was 

exactly what was needed. 
He listened and argued 
but wasn’t too aggressive 
and we managed to get it 
all sorted because of him. 
Classes were moved and 
timetables were changed.”
There is only so much 

that course reps can 
do. Other types surveys 
created by the University 
also do their best to try and 
improve personal course 
experiences but can also 

help to improve courses for 
years below.
“The Solent Unit 

Evaluation (SUE) is really 
important, because the 
heart of learning is at the 
unit level. That survey 
shows what works well, 
what doesn’t and we can 
try and improve it. The 

feedback is good as it helps 
to improve the course for 
the year below you and 
can be used to improve 
the unit next time around”, 
confesses Carpenter.
What usually happens 

with this first and second 
year feedback is that it 
becomes an action plan 
that tries to resolve those 
issues. These plans can 
start small but end up big.
“We have annual course 

monitoring, the course 
leaders look at what’s 
coming back from student 
feedback and then form an 
action plan, so you have 
a course action plan and 
the schools have an action 
plan and then the whole 
university has an action 
plan.” Explains Anderson.
The prime example of 

the course monitoring 
being put into place is the 
24/7 opening times of the 
Mountbatten Library during 
critical hand-in periods. 
The feedback was so 
strong that the University 
began to look into efficiently 
implementing a course of 
action despite the costs of 
doing so.
As most of the Quay 

News staff is venturing 

into postgrad life in a few 
months, we wanted to 
know whether final year 
feedback is more important 
than others.
It turns out, this is partly 

true as the NSS survey 
that final years complete 
in the last few months of 
University reflects how 
the institution is seen in 
the wider community. The 
information from the NSS 
survey will be available to 
the public in the summer. 
NSS results are now part 
of the university application 
process. It affects the 
general view of the 
University, so this feedback 
could really influence 
prospective applicants:
“There’s a widget now on 

the University application 
process, that started about 
four years ago, so if you 
have a bad score people 
will stop applying, or if it’s 
really good, people will 
want to come.”
Student feedback is a lot 

more extensive than we first 
anticipated but it is clear 
that if there is something 
you are unhappy about, or 
also really happy with, it is 
worth taking the time to talk 
about it.

“The feedback was 
so strong that the 

University began to 
look into efficiently 

implementing a 
course of action 

despite the costs.”

GENDER INEQUALITY IN SPORT IS TOTAL BALLS

How would you feel if 
your mother, sister 

or daughter were getting 
paid less than their co-
workers just because 
they are women? A recent 
study by Women in Sport 
revealed Manchester City’s 
women players receive 
around £35,000 a year in 
comparison to Man City’s 
male players, who get a 
staggering £100,000 per 
week. 
That is without including 

the numerous sponsorship 
and advertising deals 
most top male players 
add to their wage packet  
whilst only 0.4% of all 
commercial investment 
goes into women’s sports. 
The real question is, why?  
Why is this fair? Why is 
this justified? The England 
men’s football team are 
ranked 14th in the world,in 
comparison to the ladies 
team who are 5th best. 
Women in sport still receive 
less recognition, less pay 
but receive far more stigma. 
The discrimination doesn’t 

stop at football; rugby isn’t 
much better. Only 10% of 
televised sports coverage 
is dedicated to women’s 
sport, something that’s 

been clear throughout the 
Six Nations tournament. All 
the male team games are 
being shown on ITV whilst 
the women’s games are 
only  televised on Sky 

Sports. 
Amie Lockwood plays 

for Solent women’s rugby 
team, she believes that 
there is still a gender 
inequality in the sport; “We 
are treated like second 
class citizens in terms 
of facilities and also the 
stereotypes associated 
with being a female rugby 
player.”

Many sports are criticised 
for not being as entertaining  
when women play them  
Amie disagrees; “I believe 
it’s so ingrained that rugby 
is a men’s game 
and yes, the standard of 

play may not be the same 
in women’s but it’s just as 
entertaining.” 
In a recent survey 

conducted by Quay News, 
80% of Solent students 

believed there wasn’t 
enough coverage of 
women’s sport and would
 be interested in seeing  it 

exposed more in the media. 
The lack of media coverage 

also affects children. Only 
12% of 14-year-old girls 
are doing the amount of 
exercise they should. 
Hannah Adkins is Head 

of Physical Education 
at St Edmunds All-Girls 
School in Salisbury. She 
believes the scarcity of 
coverage is making girls 
less competitive: “I think 
the majority of girls are 
less competitive, boys are 

usually perfectionists, they 
want to focus on their skills. 
The girls aren’t exposed to 
a lot of women’s sport on 
TV so they have nothing to 
inspire them.” 
So what can be done? 

Sarah Shepard, features 
editor of Sport magazine, 
believes the media is to 
blame: “The media is a 
fickle beast. Only 2% of 
national newspaper sports 
coverage is dedicated to 
women and even after the 
women in Team GB tasted 
success in the Olympics, 
the coverage dropped from 
a still tiny 4.5% to a smaller 
1.9%.” 

Shepard, who also wrote 

‘Kicking Off: how women 
are changing the game’ 
believes money is the 
answer. “There is less 
money in women’s sports 
and therefore, there is less 
money to pay them.     

This comes down to the 
demand for people really  
wanting to watch women’s 
sports. If there isn’t much 
being advertised, then 
the money isn’t there. 
Whereas if the coverage 
and knowledge  of 
women’s sport improved 
then sponsorship and 
advertisements would 
follow hand-in-hand it’s one 
big circle sadly.” 
 

“The media is a 
fickle beast. Only 2% 
of national newspaper 

sports coverage 
is dedicated to 

women.”

ARE WE PUSHING GIRLS AWAY FROM POLITICS? 
             ISABELLE 
            TRUSCOTT

“I receive racist and sexist 
abuse online on a daily 

basis...”
This is Labour MP, Diane 

Abbott’s experience of life 
in politics. In a Guardian 
article, Abbott detailed the 
extent of the abuse she’s 
faced in her 30 years as a 
politician from the public as 
well as politicians.

Abbott is not the only 
black female MP who has 
experienced this kind of 
abuse.  Seyi Akiwowo and 
Chi Onwurah have both 
spoken out against online 
abuse. One “troll” even said 

they wished Akiwowo ‘got 
lynched’ which is language 
you may not expect to hear 
today.

Some politicians have 
raised concerns that the 
aggressive nature of abuse 
being sent may make 
politics an undesirable 
career for young women. 

Organisations such as 
the UK Youth Parliament 
prove that young women 
do have the desire to be 
involved in politics, despite 
the prospect of abusive 
commentators. 

MYP for Taunton and 
West Somerset, Kira Lewis 
says that she has noticed 
the negativity which can 
surround women in politics:

“It’s not uncommon 
for me to be the only 
woman in a meeting.  

 
In the past I have been 
referred to as ‘sweetie’ 
which I didn’t appreciate. 

I felt unable to challenge 
these comments, due 
to the negative power 

dynamic between those 
making the comments, and 
myself, as I feel my need 
to represent others steps 
above the poor welcome I 
am subjected to.”

Social media plays a 
key role in resolving this 
growing issue - it allows us 
to contact our politicians 
with greater ease than we 
previously could. On the 
other hand, this has opened 
an alternative pathway 
for more abuse. Twitter, 
for example, has started 
to protect their users from 
abusive behaviour in order 
to create a safe space 
online. 

However, Kira believes 
that we shouldn’t only focus 

on the negatives:
“Opportunities for 

women in politics are 
developing fast, and 
I have enjoyed being 
involved in the 50:50 
Parliament campaign 
to encourage women 
to consider standing for 
office to diversify politics, 
and hopefully help create 
an atmosphere where 
representatives like 
myself feel their voices 
are not just listened to, 
but heard.”

We can only hope 
that these shameful 
comments don’t turn 
away a whole generation 
of women from having 
their say in politics.

            ANNA
RUDD

            TILLY
DOWMAN

Photo credit: Anna Rudd 

Kira Lewis talks to pupils
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We have hit the time 
of the month. You 

know the one – payday is 
still a fortnight away, and 
let’s not even think about 
how long it is until the next 
student finance. For many, 
the idea of a trip to the 
cinema is a pipe dream, so 
this week Quay News has 
a little Netflix gem to enjoy 
from the comfort of your 
own home.

On the surface, Mike 
Flanagan’s “Hush” really 
shouldn’t work as a feature 
length film, but curiously 
it does. Comparisons are 
being made to the 1967 
film “Wait Until Dark” – and 
for good reason. Both films 
are home-invasion thrillers 
in which the protagonist 

has to overcome her 
handicap to make it out 
alive, however that’s where 
the similarities end.

After suffering from a 
bacterial infection at the 
age of 13, Maddie (Kate 
Siegel – Man Camp, 
Demon Legacy) was left 
deaf and mute. While trying 
to finish her second novel 
she retreats to her cabin 
in the woods for some 
solitude and time to focus, 
but her focus soon gets 
forced elsewhere when she 
is targeted by a nameless 
killer (John Gallagher Jr. 
– 10 Cloverfield Lane, The 
Newsroom). Flanagan 
doesn’t mess around, and 
Maddie and the nameless 
killer come face to face very 
early on in the runtime. It 
doesn’t take the nameless 
killer long to figure out 
Maddie’s disability, and he 
tries to take full advantage 
of that to fulfil his sick, 
psychotic, and murderous 

desires. During her search 
for solitude, Maggie is 
instead left isolated in a 
world where she is already 
isolated enough.

Despite only being 
82-minutes long, Flanagan 
(Oculus, Absentia) was 
able to build the tension 
to a heart-stopping level 
and then leave it to simmer 
in the audience’s mind, 
making the film almost 
feel like it was in real-time. 
“Hush” doesn’t resort to 
cheap jump scare tactics 
like many low-budget horror 
films tend to do, and there’s 
no ‘bad guy monologue’ to 
add a side of cheese to the 
plate of tension.

 Co-written by Flanagan 
and Siegel, “Hush” offers 
a series of twists and 
surprises which generally 
work. By no means does it 
reinvent the horror genre, 
but at the very least it adds 
a new branch to the tree.

Definitely Netflix and thrill.

THE TERRIFYING SOUND OF SILENCE: HUSH

THE  10 STRANGEST 
NAMES FOR YOUR POOCH
Canines really are man’s 
best friend, and in the spirit 
of Crufts week, we’ve listed 
the 10 strangest dog names 
our team have ever heard of!

1. King Arthur (are the 
rest of their pets names 
after Knights of the Round 
Table?!)

2. Bubbles (anyone else 
thinking about that fish in 
Finding Nemo?)

3. Mr Star (barking mad)

4. Zero (...huh?)

5. Gwyn (Welsh for white)

6. Miley (she comes in from 
her walkies like a wrecking 
ball)

7. Squirrel (really...?)

8. Rabbit (REALLY??)

9. IT (as in Adams Family or 
Stephen King... ?)

10. Zac Efron (get’cha head 
in the name)

Special shout out mention 
the company Clear Score 
for naming the cat on their 
latest television advert 
‘Flearoy’ - the  purrrfect 
name for both cats and dogs 
alike!

LINDSAY-MARIE 
GORMAN

CASCAIS - A CAPITAL FOR 
THE YOUTH OF TODAY

DANIELA DA 
PALMA

A tiny town in the seaside 
just 30 minutes away 

from Lisbon, Portugal’s 
capital. A sunny place, 
with vibrant energy, lovely 
beaches, museums and 
natural parks.

This is Cascais, 2018’s 
European Youth Capital.

Following cities like 
Rotterdam (Netherlands), 
Antwerp (Belgium), Maribor 
(Slovenia) and another 
Portuguese town, Braga, 
now is Cascais’ turn to 
showcase why is it such an 
attractive place for young 

people – for the ones who 
choose to call it home. 40% 
of its population areunder 
35 years old- or for a few 
days away from their 
residency - with Cascais 
being one ofthe most 
famous holiday spots in 
Portugal.

When asked about their 
hometown, it’s hard for the 
young locals of a place with 
more than 600 years of 
history to say a bad word 
about the place where they 
grew up.

“Cascais has a magical 
vibe which is hard to 
explain. It literally makes 
us love this town!”, says 
Gonçalo, 19, who has been 

living in Cascais whole is 
life.

“There are beaches, 
parks, bars and nightclubs 
for everyone and it provides 
easy access to Lisbon via 
a 30-minute train journey – 
where you will experience 
some gorgeous scenery! 
Is there any youngster who 
would not love to live here?”

The opportunity to be the  
European Youth Capital 
for a year has actually 
made the council create 
more events and activities 
for young people to be 
involved with. This is the 
opinion shared by Diogo, 
20. He was born and 
raised in Cascais and is 

currently studying Medicine 
in Lisbon: “This will be 
great to call more young 
people to our town. It will 
encourage the promotion of 
dialogue between cultures, 
something really important 
which has been missing all 
around the world, including 
Europe”.

Sunsets at the Guincho 
beach (pictured above) or a 
walk through the historical 
city center while eating the 
famous Santini ice-cream 
– considered by locals 
as the best in the world – 
there is always something 
new, different and exciting 
to do in this beautiful and 
welcoming town.PHOTO CREDIT: CHLOE MARTIN

GUINOCHO BEACH

RED NOSE DAY IS ALMOST UPON US

Launched in 1988 by 
comedian Lenny Henry 

and scriptwriter Richard 
Curtis, Comic Relief is back 
once again hoping to raise 
money to help vulnerable 
people the world over. 
Alternating each year 
between Sport Relief and 
Red Nose Day, this year 
we turn our conkers rouge 
in honour of Red Nose Day.

Friday 24th March is the 
date to put in your diaries, 
but the wonderful people of 
Great Britain have already 

begun their fundraising.
Listeners of BBC 

Radio 1 will know that 
Southampton’s own Scott 
Mills, and his co-host 
Chris Stark, completed a 
#LOLathon where they 
were on air from 4pm on 
Tuesday through to 4pm 
on Wednesday and had to 
tell a minimum of five jokes 
between songs – no breaks, 
no naps, no excuses. Radio 
1 announced on Twitter that 
during the 24-hour period 
the duo were able to raise 
a massive £275,263.

But Scott and Chris are 
not the only celebrities to be 
fund raising – the BBC have 

already started showing the 
rounds of ‘Let’s Sing’ and 
‘Dance for Comic Relief’ 
on Saturdays at 6:45pm. 
Last week’s winners were 
the Chasers from the ITV 
quiz show performing to 
the Wizard of Oz. This 
Saturday, get ready to see 
‘The One Show’ crew, Sally 
Lindsay, and comedians 
Pete Firman and Ellie 
Taylor.

Now, not everyone is 
expected to raise over a 
quarter of a million pounds, 
but every little does help. 
Fundraising packs are 
available online at www.
rednoseday.com and 

include tips, tools, posters 
and more to help your 
efforts. But worry not if you 
do not have a fundraising 
idea yet. Plenty of these 
can also be found on the 
Red Nose Day website 
where you can also find 
ready-made quizzes and 
ways to help you promote 
your fundraising event.

If that is not up your 
street however, your local 
Sainsbury’s and TK Maxx 
shops are selling official 
merchandise. TK Maxx is 
selling t-shirts specially 
designed by Rankin, and 
Sainsbury’s has pretty 
much everything else – 

mugs, lanyards, badges, 
spinning light up wands, 
tote shopping bags. 

Official red noses 
are available from the 
supermarket chain, with 
10 to collect, including the 
ultra-rare ‘Frankinose.’

LINDSAY-MARIE 
GORMAN

Red noses modelled by your editors

THE PERFECT, RICH CHOCOLATE FUDGE BROWNIES
Makes: 24
Prep time: 10 mins
Cooking time: 20 mins

Ingredients
 200g dark chocolate
 100g unsalted butter,       
very soft
 250g caster sugar
 4 large eggs
 60g plain flour
 60g cocoa powder

Method
1. Pre heat the oven to 

180°C or gas mark 4.

2. Crumble the dark 
chocolate and put into a 
heatproof bowl. Melt gently 
in a pan over simmering 
water making sure the 
water doesn’t touch the 
base of the bowl. Once 
melted, remove the bowl 
from the heat and leave to 
cool.

3. Put the butter and sugar 
into a bowl and beat until 

fluffy.

4. Gradually beat in the 
eggs one by one.

5. Spoon the cooled melted 
chocolate onto the mixture 
then mix in thoroughly.

6. Sift the flour and cocoa 
powder onto the mixture 
and gently stir in.

7. When completely 
combined, spoon the 

mixture into a grease proof 
oven tray and spread 
evenly.

8. Bake in the oven for 20 
mins until firm and fudgy - 
The chocolate will continue 
to cook slightly for a few 
mins after coming out of 
the oven.

9. Remove the tin from 
the oven and set on a wire 
cooling rack. Leave the 
chocolate brownies to cool 

After a two-year 
sabbatical and a 

yearlong break from social 
media, Ed Sheeran is back!

Following his previous 
albums ‘Plus’ and ‘Multiply’, 
the highly anticipated 
‘Divide’ has arrived.

Released earlier this 
month, musician third 
album has become the 
fastest selling pop album 
in the UK by a male artist. 
Divide has also sold more 
copies in its first week than 
the rest of the UK’s Top 
500 albums combined. And 

what’s more, 16 out of the 
20 tracks on this record 
belong to Sheeran himself, 
giving him the record for 
most simultaneous UK Top 
20 singles.

The album gives insight 
into Sheeran’s personal life 
with romantic ballads and 
breakup songs such as 
‘Perfect’ and ‘How would 
you feel’. Tracks ‘Happier’ 
and ‘New’ man show his 
different approaches to 
getting over a girl.

Whilst listening you are 
also invited to learn more 

about Sheeran through 
songs reflecting on his 
youth, exposing details 
about himself and his 
youth. ‘Eraser’ and ‘Castle 
on the hill’ do this well.

Overall the album has 
a Celtic folk vibe, with 
‘Galway girl’ (which I think 
is set to be the next chart-
topping single) and ‘Nancy 
Mulligan‘ providing us an 
insight to his Irish heritage.

In my opinion tracks 13 
and 14 perhaps don’t fit 
as well as the rest of the 
songs, ‘Bibia Be Ye Ye’ 

and ‘Barcelona’ were my 
least favourite of the 20. 
To be completely critical, 
I would say that the lyrics 
on this album are perhaps 
not as strong as past work 
we have seen from award-
winning Sheeran.

Once again the nations 
favourite singer/songwriter 
has struck again and 
proves his talent overall 
with Divide. If this is the kind 
of work we get after three 
years off from Sheeran, 
then he can take all the 
breaks he wants.

completely before cutting 
into pieces and enjoying 
with ice cream.

DIVIDE REVIEW - ED’S GONE AND DONE IT AGAIN
DANIELA DA 

PALMA

ED SHEERAN

FRESH GOOEY

HUSH FILM POSTER
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SOLENT SUNS ARE ON FIRE 

ENGLAND LOOK TO SECURE BACK TO BACK GRAND SLAM 

Both men’s second and 
women’s first teams 

for Solent basketball won 
their games last night. 
The men’s squad beat 
rivals from University of 
Southampton 69-58. 

The result means Solent 
Suns end the season 
undefeated, having won all 
of their seven games in the 
league. 

The men also saw 
success in the Western 
Conference cup, beating 
teams from University of 
Southampton, as well as 
University of Bath to reach 
the finals. 

They were then narrowly 
defeated by Cardiff 
Metropolitan, who are 
positioned an entire 
division above the Suns, 
by 68-56 in the finals.

Coach of the men’s 
second team, Thomas 
Henderson, is proud of 
how well the team have 
gelled together;

“We’ve done very well 
this year, it’s a newly 
formed team. So the way 
we’ve come together and 
we’ve achieved success in 
this first year has been very 
impressive.”

“Tom knows what it’s like 
for us” said point guard 
Issiah Bilson-Graham.

“Having him as a player 
as aswell has brought up a 
good connection, there is a 

mutual respect”.  
The women’s first team 

also found success last 
night, winning against 
the previously unbeaten 
Bournemouth University. 

Winning 77-67 in a 
dramatic game to finish the 
season, the result meant 
the women’s first team 
finished second in the 
Western 1A league. 

The team also saw 

All eyes will be on 
Dublin this Saturday 

as England face off against 
Ireland at The AVIVA 
stadium.

Even though England 
have already won the 
Six Nations Tournament, 
they’ve held off any 
celebrations and have kept 
their sights on what is set 
to be a historic match. 

With a massive 62-
21 win over Scotland 
at Twickenham last 
weekend, accompanied 
by Ireland’s heartbreaking 
loss to Wales, the stage 
is set for England to 
achieve something truly 
remarkable. 

A win would not only 
secure a back-to-back 

grand slam for England, it 
would also ensure that they 
surpass New Zealand’s 
record 18-match winning 
streak.

England have named 
their strongest possible 
side with Billy Vunipola and 
Anthony Watson set to play 
in what could be the most 
important game of their 
careers.

Both players made 
try-scoring   returns 
last weekend in their 
first appearances of 
the championship, the 
Saracens back row driving 
over from close range in 
the third quarter and the 
latter picking a superb line 
to finish a thrilling team 
move. 

The addition of Vunipola 
and Watson accompanied 
by the momentum of their 
unbeaten 18 game win 
streak, many have possibly 

stacked the cards in 
England’s favour. 

Prior to the start of The 
Six Nations, it was argued 
that the tournament was 
set up for Ireland to win as 
they had just beaten New 
Zealand for the first time in 
history.

Irish supporters predicted 
that their team would be in 
top form and their biggest 
game would be against 
England this weekend.

Knowing that it would be 
held in Dublin, gave them 
the confidence that their 
side would come out on 
top.

Those dreams sadly 
began to dwindle with 
Ireland’s first loss to France 
and finally came crashing 
down after their loss to 
Wales.

Now the tables have 
turned and England have 
all the momentum moving 

into Saturday’s match.
Despite Ireland ruining 

their chances to win the 
tournament they will still 
have the opportunity to get 
the better of their rivals and 
be a part of what would be 
a tremendous upset for 
England. 

Such a feat will be no 
small task as England 
head coach Eddie Jones 
suggests he will be 
preparing his side for the 
equivalent of a World Cup 
final. 

Kick-off is at 5:00pm. 
If you wish to fill your 

entire Saturday with rugby, 
there are a couple more 
6 Nations games for your 
viewing pleasure.

The first is Scotland v 
Italy at 12:30pm, on BBC, 
and ITV.

The second fixture is 
France v Wales at 2:45pm, 
on DMAX and BBC.

success in the national 
BUCs trophy, beating 
Queen Mary’s University, 
Loughborough and 
Nottingham Trent to reach 
the Semi-finals. 

They were eventually 
defeated by the University 
of Essex, to place joint third 
place with Sheffield Hallam.

The men’s first team 
finished their season last 
weekend, finishing fifth 
in the BUCs basketball 
championship cup. 

Finishing second place 
just behind East London 
means they have placed in 
a playoff position. 

Ending their season on 
a high by beating Oxford 
University 70-66, Jake 
Cripps, centre for the 
Solent Suns said: “They’re 
great guys, can’t really ask 
for a better group of guys”

“We all know exactly how 
we want to play, it’s all been 
very good. Social nights 
have been the same as 
well.”

Both teams await the 
playoff fixtures, which will 
be announced this month. 

Southampton Solent 
hosting the varsity 

event for a second year 
running.

Launched in 2016, 
Varsity is an annual 
sporting series between 
Bournemouth University 
and Southampton Solent 
University.

This year’s event will take 
place on May 10, and will 
be held at Bournemouth 
Sport Club. 

While Southampton 
Solent are hosting this 
year’s event, the away 
team will provide facilities 
for the event. 

Varsity consists of 25 
sporting matches, including 
women’s football and the 
main event, T20 cricket. 

As Bournemouth’s team 
will be on home turf, 
some of Solent’s athletes 
feel that they will be at a 
disadvantage from this. 

A member of the 
equestrian team, who 
wishes to remain 
anonymous, said:

‘It’s really unfair as we don’t 
get a home advantage”. 

SOLENT HOSTS 
VARSITY EVENT

BY TIM 
CHAPMAN

Solent Suns in action 

England’s scrum is ‘quay’ to their success 


